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sql is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases
this task based tutorial and reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying sql after going over the
relational database model and sql syntax in the first few chapters veteran author chris fehily immediately launches
into the tasks that will get readers comfortable with sql in addition to covering all the sql basics this thoroughly
updated reference contains a wealth of in depth sql knowledge and serves as an excellent reference for more
experienced users need to learn html fast this best selling reference s visual format and step by step task based
instructions will have you up and running with html in no time in this completely updated edition of our best selling
guide to html expert and best selling author elizabeth castro uses crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to
introduce you to all of today s html and xhtml essentials you ll learn how to design structure and format your site
you ll create and use images links styles lists tables frames and forms and you ll add sound and movies to your site
finally you will test and debug your site and publish it to the along the way you ll find extensive coverage of css
techniques current browsers opera safari firefox creating pages for the mobile and more visual quickstart guide the
quick and easy way to learn easy visual approach uses pictures to guide you through html and show you what to do
concise steps and explanations get you up and running in no time page for page the best content and value around
companion site at cookwood com html offers examples a lively question and answer area updates and more with
the proliferation of new standards compliant browsers virtually all users and sites can successfully use the latest
javascript techniques this task based visual reference guide has been fully revised and uses step by step
instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate scripters what they need to know to keep
their skills up to date readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look up
specific tasks to learn just what they need to know in this updated ninth edition readers will find new information on
scripting for mobile devices and updated code to work with the latest versions of all major browsers readers will
also find an expanded focus on getting their javascript done quickly by using the near ubiquitous jquery library what
is xml xml or extensible markup language is a specification for storing information it is also a specification for
describing the structure of that information and while xml is a markup language just like html xml has no tags of its
own it allows the person writing the xml to create whatever tags they need the only condition is that these newly
created tags adhere to the rules of the xml specification in the seven years since the first edition of xml visual
quickstart guide was published xml has taken its place next to html as a foundational language on the internet xml
has become a very popular method for storing data and the most popular method for transmitting data between all
sorts of systems and applications the reason being where html was designed to display information xml was
designed to manage it xml visual quickstart guide 2nd edition is divided into seven parts each part contains one or
more chapters with step by step instructions that explain how to perform xml related tasks wherever possible
examples of the concepts being discussed are displayed and the parts of the examples on which to focus are
highlighted the order of the book is intentionally designed to be an introduction to the fundamentals of xml followed
by discussions of related xml technologies learn adobe photoshop with the visual quickstart guide the quick and
easy way visual quickstart guide is an easy visual approach to learning concise steps and explanations using
pictures to guide you through adobe photoshop get you up and running in no time in addition the free edition of the
book includes more than 4 hours of video enhancing and expanding the information in the book while providing an
alternative method for learning whether you re an experienced designer or an enthusiastic newcomer photoshop
gives you all the tools you need to create almost any photographic image you can imagine using a vast array of
powerful tools and options learn best practices for flexible collaborative workflows employ efficient production
techniques to select size crop mask composite color correct and retouch enhance your images with editable type
vector artwork and creative special effects this book provides you with an easy visual approach that uses pictures
to guide you through adobe photoshop features and show you what to do concise steps and explanations that help
you get up and running in no time the best content and value around page for page access to the edition a free
online version of the book with embedded video need to learn html and css fast this best selling reference s visual
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format and step by step task based instructions will have you up and running with html in no time in this updated
edition author bruce hyslop uses crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of today s html
and css essentials the book has been refreshed to feature current web design best practices you ll learn how to
design structure and format your website you ll learn about the new elements and form input types in html5 you ll
create and use images links styles and forms and you ll add video audio and other multimedia to your site you ll
learn how to add visual effects with css3 you ll understand web standards and learn from code examples that
reflect today s best practices finally you will test and debug your site and publish it to the web throughout the book
the author covers all of html and offers essential coverage of html5 and css techniques this book gives readers the
tools they need to create beautiful functional wordpress powered sites with minimal hassle using the wordpress
user interface as a baseline authors jessica neuman beck and matt beck walk new users through the installation
and setup process while providing valuable tips and tricks for more experienced users with no other resource but
this guide readers can set up a fully functional and well designed wordpress site that takes advantage of all the
features wordpress has to offer this best selling guide from authors elaine weinmann and peter lourekas has been
the go to tutorial and reference book for photography design professionals and the textbook of choice in college
classrooms for decades this edition includes their trademark features of clear concise step by step instructions
hundreds of full color images screen captures of program features and supplemental tips and sidebars in every
chapter this new edition includes an all new material a bonus chapter and downloadable assets new and updated
photoshop cc 2015 release features including linked assets multiple artboards and new asset export are clearly
marked with bright red stars in both the table of contents and main text learn adobe illustrator with the visual
quickstart guide the quick and easy way visual quickstart guide is an easy visual approach to learning concise steps
and explanations guide you through adobe illustrator getting you up and running in no time in addition the free
edition of the book includes more than 40 videos enhancing and expanding the information in the book while
providing an alternative method for learning whether you re an experienced designer or an enthusiastic newcomer
illustrator gives you all the tools you need to begin creating impressive vector artwork learn how to navigate the
application and set up your documents to start drawing quickly using a variety of tools and features then you ll
move on to applying appearance attributes and effects for adding visual interest to your artwork once your artwork
is complete you ll learn how to save and export it using best practices this book provides you with an easy visual
approach that uses pictures to guide you through adobe illustrator features and shows you what to do concise steps
and explanations that let you get up and running in no time the best content and value around page for page visual
quickstart guides designed in an attractive tutorial and reference format are the quickest easiest and most
thorough way to learn applications tasks and technologies the visual quickstart guides are the smart choice they
guide the learner with a friendly and supportive approach the visual presentation with copious screenshots and
focused discussions by topic and tasks make learning a breeze and take you to exactly what you want to learn the
ipad with its spacious screen and powerful collection of apps is the perfect device for creating content you can build
powerful presentations design beautiful layouts and create dynamic charts and tables in this book readers will get
clear and to the point instruction on how to create all kinds of documents including newsletters reports brochures
and flyers and get the most out of pages for the ipad readers will learn to install the pages app understand the
layout tools and move graphics around drag to resize photos rotate shapes and more work with apple designed
templates share the documents you create in pages work with microsoft word and pdf documents learn php
programming the quick and easy way with php for the visual quickstart guide readers can start from the beginning
to get a tour of the programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know this task
based visual reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning and
intermediate users this popular open source scripting language author larry ullman guides readers through the ins
and outs of both php 5 and php 7 and offers more efficient ways to tackle common needs both beginning users who
want a thorough introduction to the technology and more intermediate users who are looking for a convenient
reference will find what they need here in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples easy
visual approach uses demonstrations and real world examples to guide you through dynamic web development
using php and show you what to do step by step concise steps and explanations let you get up and running in no
time essential reference guide keeps you coming back again and again whether you re a programming newbie or
an experienced veteran learning php for the first time this book will teach you all you need to know including the
latest changes in php and more efficient ways to tackle common needs even if you ve never used mysql before this
visual quickstart guide will have you up and running with the world s most popular open source database
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application in no time in this completely updated edition of our best selling guide to mysql leading technology
author larry ullman uses his trademark crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to everything
that s new in mysql filled with step by step task based instructions and loads of visual aids this book explains how to
interact with mysql using sql the language common to all databases the interface examples show how to use mysql
s own tools and how to use three popular programming languages php perl and java the book covers mysql
versions 3 and 4 as well as everything new in the eagerly anticipated version 5 along the way you ll find extensive
coverage of mysql installation administration database design as well as its use with various programming
languages database programming techniques utilities advanced mysql and sql and more takes an easy visual
approach to teaching mysql using pictures to guide you through the software and show you what to do works like a
reference book you look up what you need and then get straight to work no long winded passages concise
straightforward commentary explains what you need to know affordably priced because buying a computer book
shouldn t be an investment in itself companion site at dmcinsights com mysql2 contains complete source code for
examples in the book online resources extra scripts and tutorials updates a reader forum and more want to learn
how to build sites fast this best selling guide s visual format and step by step task based instructions will have you
up and running with html5 and css3 in no time this seventh edition is a major revision with approximately 125
pages added and substantial updates to or complete rewrites of nearly every page from the preceding edition
authors elizabeth castro and bruce hyslop use clear instructions friendly prose and real world code samples to teach
you html and css from the ground up over the course of 21 chapters you will learn how to write semantic html both
with elements that have been around for years and ones that are new in html5 prepare images for the and add
them to your pages use css to style text add background colors and images and implement a multicolumn layout
build a single site for all users whether they are using a mobile phone tablet laptop desktop computer or other
enabled device based on many of the components of responsive design including css3 media queries leverage new
selectors in css3 add fonts to your pages with font face and use css3 effects such as opacity background alpha
transparency gradients rounded corners drop shadows shadows inside elements text shadows and multiple
background images improve your site s accessibility with aria landmark roles and other good coding practices build
forms to solicit input from your visitors include media in your pages with the html5 audio and video elements test
and debug your pages secure a domain name and publish your site and much more all book code samples and
more are available on the companion web site imagine never having to delete or file an old email and still being
able to find just the missive you need and you begin to understand the incredible power of google s new free email
service with google s legendary search engine as its backbone and offering an unheard of 1 gigabyte of storage
space google s brand new gmail service promises to revolutionize the way we use email in this visual task based
reference author steve schwartz shows you exactly what you need to know to get your gmail up and running fast
from determining system requirements to signing up for an account configuring your system sending and receiving
email fighting spam managing email using gmail s labeling and filtering systems and more simple step by step
instructions loads of screen shots and a plethora of time saving tips will have you up and running with google s
gmail in no time master adobe s friendliest tool for editing photos and making digital artwork photoshop elements
2022 quickly and easily with step by step tutorials and full color images visual quickstart guides provide an easy
visual approach to learning using tightly integrated video images and text purchase of the book includes access to
the free edition which features more than three hours of video enhancing and expanding the information in the text
concise steps and explanations guide you through the foundations of using adobe photoshop elements 2022 getting
you up and running in no time adobe photoshop elements has many of the same features as its older brother but
with a simpler streamlined interface designed for both the casual photographer and the serious hobbyist learn how
to use new slideshow styles extend photo backgrounds manipulate overlays to fit any shape apply moving
animations render your compositions with an art filter learn html and css with the visual quickstart guide the quick
and easy way this new edition features over six hours of instructional video that guide you through html and css
getting you up and running with web development in no time the images in the book feature concise steps and
explanations while the videos enhance and expand the information in the book and provide an alternative method
for learning readers should register their book on peachpit com to gain access to the edition an online version of the
book that includes the supplementary video html and css remain the linchpin of the every beginning web developer
needs to understand them thoroughly including the latest advances in these technologies and the newest
functionality that they enable from the basics to more advanced techniques this book and edition guide you
through designing structuring and formatting sites using images links styles tables and forms adding media visual
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effects and animations using css to gain full control over elements fonts colors and layouts making the most of
sophisticated html5 and css3 capabilities applying modern best practices for ensuring accessibility and
responsiveness principles of testing debugging and publishing sites and applications exploring leading javascript
libraries and build tools for more advanced web development this concise guide covers every edition of windows 7
in visual quickstart style with plenty of screenshots numbered steps tips and sidebars you ll learn how to use new
and updated features including the redesigned taskbar jump lists libraries federated search desktop gadgets
window management shortcuts and the improved versions of internet explorer mail messenger photo gallery movie
maker and media player you ll also find information on setup installation upgrading from other windows versions
troubleshooting hardware and organizing your documents music photos and videos laptop and mobile users will
learn how to connect from the road jump onto a public wireless network and conserve battery power author chris
fehily also walks you through setting up a network or homegroup connecting to the internet configuring routers and
firewalls and hooking up printers and other devices you ll learn how to use security features to protect your pc and
network and share files while keeping personal stuff private visual quickstart guides designed in an attractive
tutorial and reference format are the quickest easiest and most thorough way to learn applications tasks and
technologies the visual quickstart guides are the smart choice they guide the learner with a friendly and supportive
approach the visual presentation with copious screenshots and focused discussions by topic and tasks make
learning a breeze and take you to exactly what you want to learn with a rich set of over 1 000 apis iphone sdk 4
provides an amazing range of technologies to enhance and create applications for the iphone this book focuses on
the parts of the sdk that are specifically geared toward the iphone everything is covered to create a complete
application objective c 2 0 is the object oriented language that is the basis for cocoa and cocoa touch the
development environment for the iphone ipod touch you ll learn all the basics from handling data and creating
functions to managing memory and handling exceptions for programmers who want to develop iphone apps it s a
must and this title in the visual quickstart style is the easy fast way to get started for almost two decades the best
selling visual quickstart guides by elaine weinmann and peter lourekas have been the textbooks of choice in
classrooms and the go to tutorial and reference for art and design professionals this edition includes their
trademark features clear concise step by step instructions hundreds of full color illustrations screen captures of
program features and supplemental tips and sidebars in every chapter this fully updated edition for illustrator cc
covers the new enhancements and features including significant upgrades to the interface new unembed an image
multiple file placement images in brushes and touch type and free transform tool the new and updated illustrator cc
features are clearly marked with bright red stars in both the table of contents and main text readers can follow the
steps in a tutorial fashion or use the book as a reference guide to individual program features many of the key
illustrations used in the book are available via download for practice by readers wordpress is an open source
personal publishing platform that is easy to use flexible and highly customizable although used primarily for
publishing blogs wordpress can easily be used to create and maintain complete sites taking the average blogger
further than blogspot can wordpress allows bloggers to create more complicated sites with their open source
technology rather than blogger which is limited by html changes to their templates this easy to follow step by step
guide shows you how to install use and customize wordpress to get the most from the software includes tips that
explain why certain techniques are better than others how to watch for potential problems and where readers can
find more information python is a remarkably powerful dynamic programming language used in a wide variety of
situations such as database access desktop guis game and software development and network programming fans
of python use the phrase batteries included to describe the standard library which covers everything from
asynchronous processing to zip files the language itself is a flexible powerhouse that can handle practically any
application domain this task based tutorial on python is for those new to the language and walks you through the
fundamentals you ll learn about arithmetic strings and variables writing programs flow of control functions strings
data structures input and output and exception handling at the end of the book a special section walks you through
a longer realistic application tying the concepts of the book together this task based visual reference guide has
been fully revised it uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate
designers what they need to know to learn javascript readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the
programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know in this updated seventh
edition readers will find new information on ajax design and modern coding techniques in this updated edition
authors deborah and eric ray use crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of today s unix
essentials you ll find the information you need to get started with the operating system and learn the most common
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unix commands and concepts so that unix can do the hard work for you after mastering the basics of unix you ll
move on to how to use directories and files work with a shell and create and edit files you ll then learn how to
manipulate files configure a unix environment and run and even write scripts throughout the book from logging in
to being root the authors offer essential coverage of unix wordpress visual quickstart guide 3e uses a visual
approach to teach the essential elements of wordpress one of the world s most popular publishing platforms this
book gives readers the tools they need to create beautiful functional wordpress powered sites with minimal hassle
using plenty of screenshots and a clear organized format authors jessica neuman beck and matt beck walk new
users through the installation and setup process while providing valuable tips and tricks for more experienced users
with no other resource but this guide readers can set up a fully functional and well designed wordpress site that
takes advantage of all the features wordpress has to offer this new fully updated version covers all the key new and
improved features of wordpress including using the theme customizer adding custom headers and backgrounds
adding content in new ways such as posting from your desktop or mobile device as well as importing from another
wordpress blog or other blogging services and new ways to work with media such as editing images using video and
audio and creating image galleries there is also a completely new chapter on menus which covers menu setup and
adding and editing menus new apple iphone 5 users will want to start using their devices as soon as they get their
hands on them and iphone visual quickstart guide shows them how in a stunning full color layout lynn beighley
reveals the quickest way to learn iphone 5 features everything is covered including the basics such as making calls
and navigating through your music tv shows movies and more in addition all the new features are covered including
the improved isight camera maps and siri the author rounds out this complete guide with ios 6 and icloud coverage
and along the way offers insider tips and tricks for making the most of the device s settings and troubleshooting
advice microsoft s windows vista will open up for its users a whole new way of using their pcs with plenty of
screenshots to guide users along the way respected author chris fehily takes readers through vista s breakthrough
capabilities including its new user interface sidebar internet explorer media player anti spyware mail sideshow and
photo sharing capabilities as well as all the new enhancements included in the service pack 1 update windows vista
service pack 1 will deliver improvements and enhancements to the existing vista features that will significantly
impact customers and this book is the quickest way to mastering them the updates in windows vista sp1 cover
quality improvements reliability security and performance support for emerging hardware and standards and more
windows vista sp1 will include improvements that target some of the most common causes of crashes and hangs
giving users a more consistent experience with php for the world wide fourth edition visual quickstart guide readers
can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what
they need to know this task based visual reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots
to teach beginning and intermediate users this popular open source scripting language leading technology author
larry ullman guides readers through the latest developments including use and awareness of html5 with php other
addressed changes include removal of outdated functions and more efficient ways to tackle common needs both
beginning users who want a thorough introduction to the technology and more intermediate users who are looking
for a convenient reference will find what they need here in straightforward language and through readily accessible
examples veteran presenter quickstart author and mac guru negrino makes it easy to dive in and start creating
high impact presentations in no time by providing step by step instructions peppered with plenty of screen shots
tips and sidebars provides step by step instructions on using wordpress to create and maintain blogs and sites
adobe illustrator is the indispensable vector drawing tool used by digital artists around the world illustrator cs4
provides those artists with powerful drawing tools unparalleled typographic controls and much more with a slew of
new features and tighter than ever integration with the rest of adobe creative suite 4 s design graphics and
publishing tools illustrator cs4 promises to make designers lives a whole lot easier especially if they have this task
based guide now revised and updated and in 4 color this book uses simple step by step instructions loads of screen
shots and an array of time saving tips and tricks serving both as the quickest route to illustrator cs4 mastery for
new users and a handy reference for more experienced designers this edition of the visual quickstart guide covers
illustrator cs4 s newest features including the much anticipated multi art board feature and much more jquery is a
popular javascript library that simplifies event handling animating and ajax interactions for rapid web development
many companies are using jquery including amazon google twitter bank of america bbc espn cbs news digg reuters
ibm netflix dell oracle slashdot tecnorati and intuit even casual web designers who create web pages for fun want to
add the latest cool effects to their sites and jquery the fast flexible javascript library is a tool of choice just as css
separates display characteristics from the html structure jquery separates the behavior characteristics from the
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html structure from visual effects special controls and ajax made easy the jquery visual quickstart guide will teach
readers how to make the most of jquery using the task based step by step visual format they love it s crammed
with examples and there s a special section on widgets in this book readers will get clear and to the point
instruction on how to create all kinds of presentations using the keynote app readers will learn to install the keynote
app work with the document manager work with the media browser and add photos and movies from their library
add amazing animations and effects connect with a crowd by presenting to an audience right on their ipad or
connect to a tv monitor projector or lcd display and present on an even bigger screen work with and customize
apple designed themes with photoshop elements 9 for windows visual quickstart guide readers can start with a tour
of the interface and image editing basics or they can look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know this
task based visual reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to show readers how to
capture and import photos reduce red eye enhance color work with layers and much more coverage includes a
complete run down of the new features including content aware healing brush photomerge style match layer masks
guided edit mode presets and new basic and advanced design modes for customizing photo creations both
beginning and intermediate users will find everything they need here in straightforward language and with readily
accessible examples this visual quickstart guide uses step by step procedures and pictures to teach how to use and
integrate the five applications of the microsoft suite of windows applications as with all the visual quickstart guides
the emphasis is on addressing average users most common pertinent needs
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SQL
2010-04-16

sql is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases
this task based tutorial and reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying sql after going over the
relational database model and sql syntax in the first few chapters veteran author chris fehily immediately launches
into the tasks that will get readers comfortable with sql in addition to covering all the sql basics this thoroughly
updated reference contains a wealth of in depth sql knowledge and serves as an excellent reference for more
experienced users

HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition
2006-08-16

need to learn html fast this best selling reference s visual format and step by step task based instructions will have
you up and running with html in no time in this completely updated edition of our best selling guide to html expert
and best selling author elizabeth castro uses crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of
today s html and xhtml essentials you ll learn how to design structure and format your site you ll create and use
images links styles lists tables frames and forms and you ll add sound and movies to your site finally you will test
and debug your site and publish it to the along the way you ll find extensive coverage of css techniques current
browsers opera safari firefox creating pages for the mobile and more visual quickstart guide the quick and easy way
to learn easy visual approach uses pictures to guide you through html and show you what to do concise steps and
explanations get you up and running in no time page for page the best content and value around companion site at
cookwood com html offers examples a lively question and answer area updates and more

JavaScript
2014-07-15

with the proliferation of new standards compliant browsers virtually all users and sites can successfully use the
latest javascript techniques this task based visual reference guide has been fully revised and uses step by step
instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate scripters what they need to know to keep
their skills up to date readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look up
specific tasks to learn just what they need to know in this updated ninth edition readers will find new information on
scripting for mobile devices and updated code to work with the latest versions of all major browsers readers will
also find an expanded focus on getting their javascript done quickly by using the near ubiquitous jquery library

Visual Quickstart Guide
2002

what is xml xml or extensible markup language is a specification for storing information it is also a specification for
describing the structure of that information and while xml is a markup language just like html xml has no tags of its
own it allows the person writing the xml to create whatever tags they need the only condition is that these newly
created tags adhere to the rules of the xml specification in the seven years since the first edition of xml visual
quickstart guide was published xml has taken its place next to html as a foundational language on the internet xml
has become a very popular method for storing data and the most popular method for transmitting data between all
sorts of systems and applications the reason being where html was designed to display information xml was
designed to manage it xml visual quickstart guide 2nd edition is divided into seven parts each part contains one or
more chapters with step by step instructions that explain how to perform xml related tasks wherever possible
examples of the concepts being discussed are displayed and the parts of the examples on which to focus are
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highlighted the order of the book is intentionally designed to be an introduction to the fundamentals of xml followed
by discussions of related xml technologies

XML
2010-04-26

learn adobe photoshop with the visual quickstart guide the quick and easy way visual quickstart guide is an easy
visual approach to learning concise steps and explanations using pictures to guide you through adobe photoshop
get you up and running in no time in addition the free edition of the book includes more than 4 hours of video
enhancing and expanding the information in the book while providing an alternative method for learning whether
you re an experienced designer or an enthusiastic newcomer photoshop gives you all the tools you need to create
almost any photographic image you can imagine using a vast array of powerful tools and options learn best
practices for flexible collaborative workflows employ efficient production techniques to select size crop mask
composite color correct and retouch enhance your images with editable type vector artwork and creative special
effects this book provides you with an easy visual approach that uses pictures to guide you through adobe
photoshop features and show you what to do concise steps and explanations that help you get up and running in no
time the best content and value around page for page access to the edition a free online version of the book with
embedded video

Adobe Photoshop Visual QuickStart Guide
2022-12-07

need to learn html and css fast this best selling reference s visual format and step by step task based instructions
will have you up and running with html in no time in this updated edition author bruce hyslop uses crystal clear
instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of today s html and css essentials the book has been
refreshed to feature current web design best practices you ll learn how to design structure and format your website
you ll learn about the new elements and form input types in html5 you ll create and use images links styles and
forms and you ll add video audio and other multimedia to your site you ll learn how to add visual effects with css3
you ll understand web standards and learn from code examples that reflect today s best practices finally you will
test and debug your site and publish it to the web throughout the book the author covers all of html and offers
essential coverage of html5 and css techniques

HTML and CSS
2013-08-06

this book gives readers the tools they need to create beautiful functional wordpress powered sites with minimal
hassle using the wordpress user interface as a baseline authors jessica neuman beck and matt beck walk new users
through the installation and setup process while providing valuable tips and tricks for more experienced users with
no other resource but this guide readers can set up a fully functional and well designed wordpress site that takes
advantage of all the features wordpress has to offer

WordPress
2009-11-12

this best selling guide from authors elaine weinmann and peter lourekas has been the go to tutorial and reference
book for photography design professionals and the textbook of choice in college classrooms for decades this edition
includes their trademark features of clear concise step by step instructions hundreds of full color images screen
captures of program features and supplemental tips and sidebars in every chapter this new edition includes an all
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new material a bonus chapter and downloadable assets new and updated photoshop cc 2015 release features
including linked assets multiple artboards and new asset export are clearly marked with bright red stars in both the
table of contents and main text

Photoshop CC
2015-09-05

learn adobe illustrator with the visual quickstart guide the quick and easy way visual quickstart guide is an easy
visual approach to learning concise steps and explanations guide you through adobe illustrator getting you up and
running in no time in addition the free edition of the book includes more than 40 videos enhancing and expanding
the information in the book while providing an alternative method for learning whether you re an experienced
designer or an enthusiastic newcomer illustrator gives you all the tools you need to begin creating impressive
vector artwork learn how to navigate the application and set up your documents to start drawing quickly using a
variety of tools and features then you ll move on to applying appearance attributes and effects for adding visual
interest to your artwork once your artwork is complete you ll learn how to save and export it using best practices
this book provides you with an easy visual approach that uses pictures to guide you through adobe illustrator
features and shows you what to do concise steps and explanations that let you get up and running in no time the
best content and value around page for page

Adobe Illustrator Visual QuickStart Guide
2022-03-31

visual quickstart guides designed in an attractive tutorial and reference format are the quickest easiest and most
thorough way to learn applications tasks and technologies the visual quickstart guides are the smart choice they
guide the learner with a friendly and supportive approach the visual presentation with copious screenshots and
focused discussions by topic and tasks make learning a breeze and take you to exactly what you want to learn the
ipad with its spacious screen and powerful collection of apps is the perfect device for creating content you can build
powerful presentations design beautiful layouts and create dynamic charts and tables in this book readers will get
clear and to the point instruction on how to create all kinds of documents including newsletters reports brochures
and flyers and get the most out of pages for the ipad readers will learn to install the pages app understand the
layout tools and move graphics around drag to resize photos rotate shapes and more work with apple designed
templates share the documents you create in pages work with microsoft word and pdf documents

Pages for iPad
2010-09-16

learn php programming the quick and easy way with php for the visual quickstart guide readers can start from the
beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know
this task based visual reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning
and intermediate users this popular open source scripting language author larry ullman guides readers through the
ins and outs of both php 5 and php 7 and offers more efficient ways to tackle common needs both beginning users
who want a thorough introduction to the technology and more intermediate users who are looking for a convenient
reference will find what they need here in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples easy
visual approach uses demonstrations and real world examples to guide you through dynamic web development
using php and show you what to do step by step concise steps and explanations let you get up and running in no
time essential reference guide keeps you coming back again and again whether you re a programming newbie or
an experienced veteran learning php for the first time this book will teach you all you need to know including the
latest changes in php and more efficient ways to tackle common needs
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Python: Visual QuickStart Guide, Second Edition
2008

even if you ve never used mysql before this visual quickstart guide will have you up and running with the world s
most popular open source database application in no time in this completely updated edition of our best selling
guide to mysql leading technology author larry ullman uses his trademark crystal clear instructions and friendly
prose to introduce you to everything that s new in mysql filled with step by step task based instructions and loads
of visual aids this book explains how to interact with mysql using sql the language common to all databases the
interface examples show how to use mysql s own tools and how to use three popular programming languages php
perl and java the book covers mysql versions 3 and 4 as well as everything new in the eagerly anticipated version 5
along the way you ll find extensive coverage of mysql installation administration database design as well as its use
with various programming languages database programming techniques utilities advanced mysql and sql and more
takes an easy visual approach to teaching mysql using pictures to guide you through the software and show you
what to do works like a reference book you look up what you need and then get straight to work no long winded
passages concise straightforward commentary explains what you need to know affordably priced because buying a
computer book shouldn t be an investment in itself companion site at dmcinsights com mysql2 contains complete
source code for examples in the book online resources extra scripts and tutorials updates a reader forum and more

PHP for the Web
2016-07-25

want to learn how to build sites fast this best selling guide s visual format and step by step task based instructions
will have you up and running with html5 and css3 in no time this seventh edition is a major revision with
approximately 125 pages added and substantial updates to or complete rewrites of nearly every page from the
preceding edition authors elizabeth castro and bruce hyslop use clear instructions friendly prose and real world
code samples to teach you html and css from the ground up over the course of 21 chapters you will learn how to
write semantic html both with elements that have been around for years and ones that are new in html5 prepare
images for the and add them to your pages use css to style text add background colors and images and implement
a multicolumn layout build a single site for all users whether they are using a mobile phone tablet laptop desktop
computer or other enabled device based on many of the components of responsive design including css3 media
queries leverage new selectors in css3 add fonts to your pages with font face and use css3 effects such as opacity
background alpha transparency gradients rounded corners drop shadows shadows inside elements text shadows
and multiple background images improve your site s accessibility with aria landmark roles and other good coding
practices build forms to solicit input from your visitors include media in your pages with the html5 audio and video
elements test and debug your pages secure a domain name and publish your site and much more all book code
samples and more are available on the companion web site

MySQL, Second Edition
2006-05-10

imagine never having to delete or file an old email and still being able to find just the missive you need and you
begin to understand the incredible power of google s new free email service with google s legendary search engine
as its backbone and offering an unheard of 1 gigabyte of storage space google s brand new gmail service promises
to revolutionize the way we use email in this visual task based reference author steve schwartz shows you exactly
what you need to know to get your gmail up and running fast from determining system requirements to signing up
for an account configuring your system sending and receiving email fighting spam managing email using gmail s
labeling and filtering systems and more simple step by step instructions loads of screen shots and a plethora of
time saving tips will have you up and running with google s gmail in no time
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HTML5
2011-12-27

master adobe s friendliest tool for editing photos and making digital artwork photoshop elements 2022 quickly and
easily with step by step tutorials and full color images visual quickstart guides provide an easy visual approach to
learning using tightly integrated video images and text purchase of the book includes access to the free edition
which features more than three hours of video enhancing and expanding the information in the text concise steps
and explanations guide you through the foundations of using adobe photoshop elements 2022 getting you up and
running in no time adobe photoshop elements has many of the same features as its older brother but with a simpler
streamlined interface designed for both the casual photographer and the serious hobbyist learn how to use new
slideshow styles extend photo backgrounds manipulate overlays to fit any shape apply moving animations render
your compositions with an art filter

SQL: Visual QuickStart Guide, Third Edition
2008

learn html and css with the visual quickstart guide the quick and easy way this new edition features over six hours
of instructional video that guide you through html and css getting you up and running with web development in no
time the images in the book feature concise steps and explanations while the videos enhance and expand the
information in the book and provide an alternative method for learning readers should register their book on
peachpit com to gain access to the edition an online version of the book that includes the supplementary video html
and css remain the linchpin of the every beginning web developer needs to understand them thoroughly including
the latest advances in these technologies and the newest functionality that they enable from the basics to more
advanced techniques this book and edition guide you through designing structuring and formatting sites using
images links styles tables and forms adding media visual effects and animations using css to gain full control over
elements fonts colors and layouts making the most of sophisticated html5 and css3 capabilities applying modern
best practices for ensuring accessibility and responsiveness principles of testing debugging and publishing sites and
applications exploring leading javascript libraries and build tools for more advanced web development

Google Gmail
2005-12-21

this concise guide covers every edition of windows 7 in visual quickstart style with plenty of screenshots numbered
steps tips and sidebars you ll learn how to use new and updated features including the redesigned taskbar jump
lists libraries federated search desktop gadgets window management shortcuts and the improved versions of
internet explorer mail messenger photo gallery movie maker and media player you ll also find information on setup
installation upgrading from other windows versions troubleshooting hardware and organizing your documents music
photos and videos laptop and mobile users will learn how to connect from the road jump onto a public wireless
network and conserve battery power author chris fehily also walks you through setting up a network or homegroup
connecting to the internet configuring routers and firewalls and hooking up printers and other devices you ll learn
how to use security features to protect your pc and network and share files while keeping personal stuff private

Adobe Photoshop Elements Visual QuickStart Guide
2021-12-31

visual quickstart guides designed in an attractive tutorial and reference format are the quickest easiest and most
thorough way to learn applications tasks and technologies the visual quickstart guides are the smart choice they
guide the learner with a friendly and supportive approach the visual presentation with copious screenshots and
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focused discussions by topic and tasks make learning a breeze and take you to exactly what you want to learn with
a rich set of over 1 000 apis iphone sdk 4 provides an amazing range of technologies to enhance and create
applications for the iphone this book focuses on the parts of the sdk that are specifically geared toward the iphone
everything is covered to create a complete application

HTML and CSS
2020-08-14

objective c 2 0 is the object oriented language that is the basis for cocoa and cocoa touch the development
environment for the iphone ipod touch you ll learn all the basics from handling data and creating functions to
managing memory and handling exceptions for programmers who want to develop iphone apps it s a must and this
title in the visual quickstart style is the easy fast way to get started

Microsoft Windows 7
2009-09-08

for almost two decades the best selling visual quickstart guides by elaine weinmann and peter lourekas have been
the textbooks of choice in classrooms and the go to tutorial and reference for art and design professionals this
edition includes their trademark features clear concise step by step instructions hundreds of full color illustrations
screen captures of program features and supplemental tips and sidebars in every chapter this fully updated edition
for illustrator cc covers the new enhancements and features including significant upgrades to the interface new
unembed an image multiple file placement images in brushes and touch type and free transform tool the new and
updated illustrator cc features are clearly marked with bright red stars in both the table of contents and main text
readers can follow the steps in a tutorial fashion or use the book as a reference guide to individual program features
many of the key illustrations used in the book are available via download for practice by readers

iPhone Application Development for iOS 4
2010-09-29

wordpress is an open source personal publishing platform that is easy to use flexible and highly customizable
although used primarily for publishing blogs wordpress can easily be used to create and maintain complete sites
taking the average blogger further than blogspot can wordpress allows bloggers to create more complicated sites
with their open source technology rather than blogger which is limited by html changes to their templates this easy
to follow step by step guide shows you how to install use and customize wordpress to get the most from the
software includes tips that explain why certain techniques are better than others how to watch for potential
problems and where readers can find more information

Objective-C
2010-02-17

python is a remarkably powerful dynamic programming language used in a wide variety of situations such as
database access desktop guis game and software development and network programming fans of python use the
phrase batteries included to describe the standard library which covers everything from asynchronous processing to
zip files the language itself is a flexible powerhouse that can handle practically any application domain this task
based tutorial on python is for those new to the language and walks you through the fundamentals you ll learn
about arithmetic strings and variables writing programs flow of control functions strings data structures input and
output and exception handling at the end of the book a special section walks you through a longer realistic
application tying the concepts of the book together
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Illustrator CC
2013-08-24

this task based visual reference guide has been fully revised it uses step by step instructions and plenty of
screenshots to give beginning and intermediate designers what they need to know to learn javascript readers can
start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what they
need to know in this updated seventh edition readers will find new information on ajax design and modern coding
techniques

WordPress 2
2006-06-29

in this updated edition authors deborah and eric ray use crystal clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce
you to all of today s unix essentials you ll find the information you need to get started with the operating system
and learn the most common unix commands and concepts so that unix can do the hard work for you after
mastering the basics of unix you ll move on to how to use directories and files work with a shell and create and edit
files you ll then learn how to manipulate files configure a unix environment and run and even write scripts
throughout the book from logging in to being root the authors offer essential coverage of unix

Python
2013-06-27

wordpress visual quickstart guide 3e uses a visual approach to teach the essential elements of wordpress one of the
world s most popular publishing platforms this book gives readers the tools they need to create beautiful functional
wordpress powered sites with minimal hassle using plenty of screenshots and a clear organized format authors
jessica neuman beck and matt beck walk new users through the installation and setup process while providing
valuable tips and tricks for more experienced users with no other resource but this guide readers can set up a fully
functional and well designed wordpress site that takes advantage of all the features wordpress has to offer this new
fully updated version covers all the key new and improved features of wordpress including using the theme
customizer adding custom headers and backgrounds adding content in new ways such as posting from your
desktop or mobile device as well as importing from another wordpress blog or other blogging services and new
ways to work with media such as editing images using video and audio and creating image galleries there is also a
completely new chapter on menus which covers menu setup and adding and editing menus

JavaScript and Ajax for the Web
2008-10-14

new apple iphone 5 users will want to start using their devices as soon as they get their hands on them and iphone
visual quickstart guide shows them how in a stunning full color layout lynn beighley reveals the quickest way to
learn iphone 5 features everything is covered including the basics such as making calls and navigating through your
music tv shows movies and more in addition all the new features are covered including the improved isight camera
maps and siri the author rounds out this complete guide with ios 6 and icloud coverage and along the way offers
insider tips and tricks for making the most of the device s settings and troubleshooting advice

HTML.
2007
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microsoft s windows vista will open up for its users a whole new way of using their pcs with plenty of screenshots to
guide users along the way respected author chris fehily takes readers through vista s breakthrough capabilities
including its new user interface sidebar internet explorer media player anti spyware mail sideshow and photo
sharing capabilities as well as all the new enhancements included in the service pack 1 update windows vista
service pack 1 will deliver improvements and enhancements to the existing vista features that will significantly
impact customers and this book is the quickest way to mastering them the updates in windows vista sp1 cover
quality improvements reliability security and performance support for emerging hardware and standards and more
windows vista sp1 will include improvements that target some of the most common causes of crashes and hangs
giving users a more consistent experience

Unix and Linux
2014-07-07

with php for the world wide fourth edition visual quickstart guide readers can start from the beginning to get a tour
of the programming language or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know this task based visual
reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning and intermediate users
this popular open source scripting language leading technology author larry ullman guides readers through the
latest developments including use and awareness of html5 with php other addressed changes include removal of
outdated functions and more efficient ways to tackle common needs both beginning users who want a thorough
introduction to the technology and more intermediate users who are looking for a convenient reference will find
what they need here in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples

WordPress
2013-10-30

veteran presenter quickstart author and mac guru negrino makes it easy to dive in and start creating high impact
presentations in no time by providing step by step instructions peppered with plenty of screen shots tips and
sidebars

iPhone 5
2012-12-07

provides step by step instructions on using wordpress to create and maintain blogs and sites

Microsoft Windows Vista
2010-04-07

adobe illustrator is the indispensable vector drawing tool used by digital artists around the world illustrator cs4
provides those artists with powerful drawing tools unparalleled typographic controls and much more with a slew of
new features and tighter than ever integration with the rest of adobe creative suite 4 s design graphics and
publishing tools illustrator cs4 promises to make designers lives a whole lot easier especially if they have this task
based guide now revised and updated and in 4 color this book uses simple step by step instructions loads of screen
shots and an array of time saving tips and tricks serving both as the quickest route to illustrator cs4 mastery for
new users and a handy reference for more experienced designers this edition of the visual quickstart guide covers
illustrator cs4 s newest features including the much anticipated multi art board feature and much more
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PHP for the Web
2011

jquery is a popular javascript library that simplifies event handling animating and ajax interactions for rapid web
development many companies are using jquery including amazon google twitter bank of america bbc espn cbs
news digg reuters ibm netflix dell oracle slashdot tecnorati and intuit even casual web designers who create web
pages for fun want to add the latest cool effects to their sites and jquery the fast flexible javascript library is a tool
of choice just as css separates display characteristics from the html structure jquery separates the behavior
characteristics from the html structure from visual effects special controls and ajax made easy the jquery visual
quickstart guide will teach readers how to make the most of jquery using the task based step by step visual format
they love it s crammed with examples and there s a special section on widgets

Keynote for Mac OS X
2003

in this book readers will get clear and to the point instruction on how to create all kinds of presentations using the
keynote app readers will learn to install the keynote app work with the document manager work with the media
browser and add photos and movies from their library add amazing animations and effects connect with a crowd by
presenting to an audience right on their ipad or connect to a tv monitor projector or lcd display and present on an
even bigger screen work with and customize apple designed themes

WordPress
2010

with photoshop elements 9 for windows visual quickstart guide readers can start with a tour of the interface and
image editing basics or they can look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know this task based visual
reference guide uses step by step instructions and plenty of screenshots to show readers how to capture and import
photos reduce red eye enhance color work with layers and much more coverage includes a complete run down of
the new features including content aware healing brush photomerge style match layer masks guided edit mode
presets and new basic and advanced design modes for customizing photo creations both beginning and
intermediate users will find everything they need here in straightforward language and with readily accessible
examples

Illustrator CS4 for Windows and Macintosh
2009-04-21

this visual quickstart guide uses step by step procedures and pictures to teach how to use and integrate the five
applications of the microsoft suite of windows applications as with all the visual quickstart guides the emphasis is
on addressing average users most common pertinent needs

JQuery
2009-06-30
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Keynote for iPad
2010-09-27

Photoshop Elements 9 for Windows
2010-10-29

JavaScript and Ajax for the Web
2008

Microsoft Office for Windows
1994
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